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CURRENT CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES WITH
BLOCKCHAIN AND CRYPTO CURRENCIES
If you had have spent $25 on Bitcoin less than a decade ago you’d have gained $80 million in
value by today. That opportunity has passed. Bitcoin is now valued few thousands USD per coin
but the larger cryptocurrency market itself is just coming to full fruition. Since Jan 2017, the stock
price of Apple increased by 43.7 percent. Google saw its share price surge from by 32.7 percent.
During the same period, the Bitcoin price increased from $1,000 to $3,155, by 215 percent, even
after an 85 percent plunge in value. So regardless of bear market with a substantial drop, this is
still a performance over the last 2 years. Nevertheless, the Blockchain market is volatile and
being solely exposed to this market is not a wise investment by any standards. Smart investors
are diversified. Therefore we decided to create a new hybrid investment model.
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THE SOLUTION: TOKENISATION OF 3 PROVEN
INVESTMENT ASSETS INTO ONE SECURITY TOKEN
Bolton Coin (BFCL) has woven together three authoritative investment forces in a balance
between the Old and New Economy, bringing together traditional and reliable methods of
commodity trading and real estate, further mondernised by an eco-sustainable form of
cryptocurrency mining. Bolton’s secure sources of low-cost mining fees guarantee stable income
in the face of potential difficulties, and with investments balanced across three robust realms in
which Bolton has decades of experience, even a sustained bear market cannot affect profits. In
this way, Bolton Coin (BFCL) is not limited to a single market, granting investors the ability to
realise substantial ROI with less risk.
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BFCL IS NOT JUST A TOKEN, IT’S AN ASSET THAT LET’S THE
INVESTOR PARTICIPATE IN THE PROFITS THAT ARE
GENERATED. A NEW MODEL.
Recent ICOs have faced regulatory actions resulting in distrust from investors. But Security
Tokens from Bolton Coin, which is an STO, not an ICO, offers investors real, tangible assets in
which their money is tied to.
During the Security Token public sale, anyone can purchase Bolton Coins (BFCL) which gives
access to a private dashboard that allows each Bolton Community member to:
-

Choose an investment plan: 12months/24months*
Track daily ROI
Withdraw and/or transfer to exchanges

*On a 30-day month, investors will receive up to 4,8 % profits from investments.
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This is not a startup, but an investment opportunity with a
company that already built a solid foundation
Bolton is an established multi billion dollar company, dealing in the holding and managing of
assets in high-profit markets. The company has entensive experise and a proven track record of
delivering results. This means primarily to secure a high profit for the clients which has been
limited to institutional Investors. The Bolton Finance Coin (BFCL Coin) enables retail investors to
benefit from Bolton’s diversified investment portfolio, bridging the most lucrative investments
opportunities with an innovative and high tech investment asset. This means, a portfolio mix of
Real Estate, Commodity Trading and Cryptocurrency Mining. This hybrid model of investing is
unprecedented has major benefits for investors compared to traditional investments. Bolton’s
demonstrated presence in real estate and commodity trading has given Bolton the upper hand
in pinpointing profitable regions for real estate investments and traditional mining. The company
already operates with low expenditures in the realm of traditional mining and real estate, and
expansion efforts are targeted to low-cost areas.
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A UNIQUE APPROACH BUILT ON A PROVEN FRAMEWORK
WITH EXISTING CLIENTS
This Tokenisation prototype is unique but is built upon already successful models that have
endured the test of economic time. Profits are generated and dispersed daily to shareholders’
wallets and come from three reliable sources to reduce the impacts of potential shifts that may
be experienced in one area. As real estate, commodity trading, and cryptocurrency mining have
all proven to be steadfast investments, the unification of the three is both a safe route for the
most cautious of investors and a compelling arena for those that wish for a large return on
investment. Any Investor is able to use our profit calculator which has been derived from the
results our intistutional investors have generated on average over the previous years.
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JOIN A COMMUNITY OF INVESTORS THAT ENJOYS HIGH
RETURNS & LOWS RISK AT THE SAME TIME
This hybrid model of investing is unprecedented has major benefits for investors compared to
traditional investments. As the investments are not limited to a single market (i.e. crypto
currencies) but spread over several markets, the risk of loosing profits due to unforseen bear
markets is very low. Even if there is a bear market in any asset class, only 1/3 of the portfolio
would be affected. Therefore you can consider this investment high margin but low risk.
Our customers have responded to our offerings with lots of enthusiasm. Our customers and
their success have propelled us to be one of the leading banks that generate profits for our
customers ranging from traditional mining, luxury real estate and trading raw materials such as
diamonds. The company has been very profitable in these areas and investors have seen
significant and consistent growth of their portfolios net worth.

DISCLAIMER: The information presented in this Light Paper is not financial advice, rather, it is marketing material to present an
overview of BOLTON coin (BFCL). The official contents are depicted in the WhitePaper, which we highly recommend you read.
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